Hotel Moosbichl - economical and good lodging at our hotel in
Munich
You are seeking a hotel for staying in Munich that is economical yet good? Then our house Moosbichl is
the proper economical hotel in Munich for you.

Cottage or hotel? In our house you will find everything you need
to relax from your everyday stress for a few days. But if you are in town for business, you are right at our
hotel as well.
Hence, the guest comes first in our economic hotel in Munich that is close to the city centre. You will not
have to compromise on any comfort or hospitality in our house.
Munich is a city with many different facets. You will certainly see and visit a lot during your stay here.
But Munich is also very much known as a site of fairs. However, it is not always easy to find the right hotel
for your stay in Munich. If you want to get to know Munich from an economic yet convenient and
stressless hotel, then you are perfectly right here..

Looking for an inexpensive and convenient hotel near to the centre of
Munich?
Our hotel in Munich is a perfect starting point for exploring. But if you prefer to discover Munich's
environs, you are also quickly there from our house.
In the rooms of the hotel you will find:
1. Shower/WC
2. Hairdryer
3. Internet DSL flatrate (LAN and wi-fi)
4. TV
5. city map
We also answer special requests. Say, if you need an oversized bed, then you may just ask for it.
You can launch into the day well-fed after you have helped yourself from our extensive breakfast buffet.
Our economic family-run hotel will stay in your recollection even long after you have been with us. For
hospitality and the welfare of our guests are most important for us.

Your economic hotel in Munich for the Oktoberfest as well
Whether Oktoberfest, fair or just a trip with your beloved - get enchanted by the charm of our house. If
you have any special requests, we will do all our best to fulfil them. Do you want to arrive with a group or
several people? This is no problem for us. Contact us to neatly discuss the details of your stay at our hotel
in Munich.
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